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Using chaos theory as a metaphor for the human experience of evil 
allows us to account for the immensity and haphazard quality of evil, 
rendering it less mysterious, and enables the sufferer to understand 
that neither she nor God is necessarily to blame. 

We live in a world in which seemingly insignificant choices may 
end in profound and life-changing consequences. The decision to make 
the yellow light just ahead or grab a burger for dinner may seem incon
sequential; in fact, the decision to race through the intersection may 
mean disaster, just as a habit of grabbing a hamburger for dinner may 
well result in disaster by another means. The truth is, we have no means 
of knowing what the final consequence of any act may be. Life is a com
plex matter, and the choices we make are factored into a world of con
tingencies outside our control, culminating in a reality which is, 
inevitably, unpredictable. 

Out of this unpredictability, evil springs on us unawares—catching 
us unprepared, leaving us bewildered. A woman survives breast cancer, 
only to die of heart failure due to the damage caused that organ by the 
radiation therapy which cured her cancer.2 A little girl in China rides her 
bike home, is hit by a careless driver and undergoes surgery for a com
pound fracture of her right arm; for years after, she suffers a morbid self-
consciousness and wears nothing but long sleeves, to cover her scar-

1. This arride has been adapted from my M.A. thesis, "Chaos Theory and the Problem of Evil" 
(Abilene Christian University, 2002). 

2. My grandmother, Edna Layne Palmer, August 19,1914-April 22,1988. 
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ring.3 A teenager still infatuated with the freedom of a new driver's 
license takes a curve too fast, flips her car, and dies of massive head trau
ma on her way to school one morning.4 

How do we understand these things? When apparently random evil 
interrupts the safe and predictable course of our lives, what can we say 
about it? I submit that chaos theory—a little thing that started as a revo
lution, became a fad, and is now fairly mainstream—may provide us with 
the conceptual resources we need to comprehend the phenomenon of evil. 

T H E O D I C Y A N D T H E P H E N O M E N O N O F E V I L 

In the prayers that he offers at our family gatherings, Thanks
givings and so on, my grandfather often refers to God as "the giver of 
every good and perfect gift." The project of theodicy is essentially an 
attempt to preserve the integrity of the Christian belief in a Giver of All 
Good and Perfect Gifts. And so theodicy inevitably focuses on evil in 
the abstract; providing an explanation for why God allows for a specific 
evil incident or instance of suffering is not really the goal. Rather, 
theodicy seeks to offer a general theological framework which can 
accommodate both the existence of evil and the goodness of God. 
Consequently, pastoral concerns take a back seat to philosophical; Alvin 
Plantinga readily admits, for example, that neither the free-will defense 
nor a free-will theodicy is likely to offer any comfort but insists that pro
viding comfort is not the purpose of theodicy.5 

Surely something is missing here. Shouldn't understanding evil 
provide some comfort to those who suffer from it? When evil happens— 
random, undeserved, pointless evil—we want an explanation. We have 
an impulse to ask "why." We instinctively look for causes. We want to 
cast blame. We want, simply, to understand. But theodicy backs away 
from this question; it wants to explain evil without explaining specific 
evils. An explanation which breaks down when applied to instances of 
the phenomenon it purports to explain seems to me to be no good at 
all! Some further contend that any "answer" arrived at by considering 

3. Tu Bei (Anya), a friend from Wuhan, Hubei Province. 

4. Stacy Lamm, a high school friend, 1976-1994. 

5. Alvin Plantinga, God, freedom, and Evil (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1974) 29,63. 
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evil apart from the experience of suffering is at best irrelevant, and at 
worst, immoral in its insensitivity.6 This conviction forces the theodicist 
to first develop a "phenomenology of evil," an account of how evil 
affects individuals in the real world, as a preliminary step to theodicy.7 

What is evil like? We experience evil as pervasive and unpredictable. 
Sarah Forth's characterization of the experience of evil as "massive, ran
dom, and with no origin" captures the essence of evil's power to over
whelm, tempting us to despair.8 Using chaos theory as a metaphor for 
the human experience of evil enables us to account for the immensity 
and haphazard quality of evil, rendering it less mysterious.9 The perva
sive and unpredictable nature of evil can be elucidated through the 
metaphor of chaos. 

W H A T I S CHAOS? 

Occasionally Jim Yorke's label "chaos theory" for this scientific 
enterprise is lamented as misleading and altogether too poetic.10 Naturally 
enough, the fanciful quality of the label has caught the attention of schol
ars outside the scientific community who capitalize on the polyvocality of 
the word. Kathryn Hayles, a literary scholar, acknowledges the disen
chantment of the scientific community with the word, but chooses to 

6. Kenneth Surin, for example, states this quite dearly in Theology and the Problem of Evil, 
Signposts in Theology (Cambridge: Blackwell, 1986) 46-52, as does John Roth, "A Theodicy of 
Protest," in Encountering Evil: Live Options in Theodicy, (ed. by Stephen T. Davis; Louisville: 
Westminster John Knox Press, 2001) 1-37. Though Marilyn McCord Adams, Honendous Evils 
and the Goodness of God (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1999) 185, disagrees with this posi
tion to some extent, she too emphasizes particularity as a criterion for theodicy. 

7. Paul Ricoeur, "Evil, A Challenge to Philosophy and Theology," JAAR 53 (1985) 635, advo
cates beginning theodicy with a phenomenology of evil: "We need first of all to get some sense of 
the scope and complexity of the problem with the help of a phenomenology of the experience of 
evil." The same sentiment is found in Sarah S. Forth, "Women's Responses to Evil: A Literary and 
Theological Study" (Ph.D. diss., Garrett/Northwestern Program in Religious and Theological 
Studies, 1994) 39. 

8. Forth, "Women's Responses," 3. 

9. My proposal for employing chaos as a metaphor for understanding the human experience of 
evil is anticipated somewhat by Forth in her proposal to model "our moral universe" using con
cepts borrowed from chaos theory and fractal geometry. 

10. David Ruelle, Chance and Chaos (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991) 67. 
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retain the term "precisely because of the ambiguous meanings inherent in 
it."11 But whatever it means in casual, everyday usage, it is not what the 
scientist means when he uses the word. And while this semantic flexibili
ty has a natural appeal, it must also be admitted that this ambiguity caus
es some confusion as to what scientists mean when they use the term, as 
well as some consternation on the part of scientists regarding the discov
eries of chaos claimed by those outside the scientific community. Ian 
Percival expresses this reservation clearly when he says: 

You cannot use the theory of chaos everywhere. Science takes words and 
shapes their meaning to its own ends, and "chaos" is no exception. The state 
of Eastern European politics may look chaotic, but you cannot study a sub
ject of this type using chaos theory. There are many other situations that are 
chaotic in the ordinary sense, but not in the scientific sense of the word.12 

Of course, such analyses continue to be attempted, despite scien
tific misgivings. Nevertheless, PercivaTs objections are not unfounded. 
Chaos is often misunderstood and misrepresented. And the all-impor
tant first step for any constructive proposal using chaos theory is "to get 
the science right."13 

To understand the revolutionary quality of chaos theory, it must 
be understood that the great power of science lies in the ability to relate 
cause and effect.14 In the Mathematical Principles of%Natural Philosophy\ 
Newton reduced all motion to three simple laws, and asserted that not 
only did these laws accurately describe the motion of objects on earth, 
but accurately accounted for the motion of heavenly bodies as well. 

11. N. Katherine Hayles, "Introduction: Complex Dynamics in Literature and Science," in 
Chaos and Order: Complex Dynamics in Literature and Science (ed. by N. Katherine Hayles; 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991) 2. Michael R Bütz, Linda L. Chamberlain, and 
William G. McCown, Strange Attractors: Chaos, Complexity, and the Art of Family Therapy (New 
York: John Wiley & Sons, 1997) x, comment likewise: "We believe the term resonated with a very 
deep mythological context; one might even say it has archetypal significance." 

12. Ian Percival, "Chaos: A Science for the Real World," in Exploring Chaos: A Guide to the New 
Science of Disorder (ed. by Nina Hall; New York: W.W. Norton, 1991) 16. 

13. Stephen H. Kellert, "When Is the Economy Not Like the Weather? The Problem of 
Extending Chaos Theory to the Social Sciences," in Chaos and Society (ed. by A. Albert; Frontiers 
in Artificial Intelligence and Applications, vol. 29; Amsterdam: IOS Press, 1995) 44. 

14. James P. Crutchfield, J. Doyne Farmer, Norman H. Packard, and Robert S. Shaw, "Chaos," 
Scientific American 255 (December 1986) 35. 
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Prediction was a matter of calculation; given the initial state of a sys
tem, and the laws of motion relevant to its components, one could calcu
late the future state of the system—as long as the math involved wasn't 
too hairy. That is, precise knowledge of the initial state of a system, com
bined with an understanding of the laws that govern that system, would 
provide exact knowledge about all possible states at any given time.15 

Of course, infinitely precise knowledge of the initial state of a sys
tem is an impossibility, for measurements are always approximate. How
ever, it has to be admitted that the Newtonian model works amazingly 
well nevertheless. All the accoutrements of modern living point to this: 
clocks tick, cars go, computers compute. It seems that the inability to 
know perfectly is not such a decisive defeat after all. Our measurements 
come close enough to reality that things work anyway. Surely, then, a 
little fudging here and there is permissible, given that we can't really 
help it, and it doesn't seem to make much difference anyway. 

But does it? 
Edward Lorenz was a meteorologist working at MIT, interested in 

the display of recognizable, but aperiodic, patterns in the weather 
cycles.16 To study the phenomenon more closely, he created a mathe
matical model of the weather, using a system of twelve equations that 
expressed relationships between factors such as temperature, pressure 
and wind speed. One day in 1961, Lorenz wanted to examine a certain 
sequence of results at greater length. To give the computer its initial 
conditions, he typed in the numbers from the previous printout, and left 
to get a cup of coffee. Upon his return, he found something totally 
unexpected: the new run, which should have duplicated the old, had 
turned into an entirely different sequence—it was modeling an entirely 
different weather pattern. 

The reason for this unexpected result lay in a tiny detail. In the 
computer's memory, six decimal places were stored. Lorenz's printouts, 
to conserve space, only printed three. When Lorenz began to run the 
data the second time, he took the input for the initial conditions from 

15. Pierre Simon de Laplace, tesai philosophique sur les probabilities (Paris: Courcier, 1814); 
quoted in Ruelle, Chance and Chaos, 29. 

16. For this narrative, I am depending on James Gleick, Chaos: Making a New Science (New 
York: Penguin Books, 1987) 11-31. 
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the printout, to three decimal places. Lorenz had used the abbreviated 
measure, assuming any difference in result would be negligible. 

This, of course, was reasonable. The system of equations in Lorenz's 
model had not changed, and, given a particular starting point, the weath
er would unfold the same way every time. But somehow, for this particu
lar system, the loss of three decimal places proved catastrophic. 

This is "sensitive dependence on initial conditions," otherwise 
known by the more colorful tag, "the butterfly effect." When Lorenz 
first tried to describe this unexpected phenomenon, he did it with a 
metaphor: a butterfly flaps its wings somewhere in the atmosphere over 
Beijing, and the coast of Florida suffers a hurricane. This characteristic 
is definitive for chaotic systems. Fudging a bit on one's data in a calcu
lation of the orbit of Mars will not affect the results appreciably;17 if 
Lorenz had been doing a comparable calculation, there would have 
been no surprise waiting for him when he returned with his coffee. But 
Lorenz was studying weather, and as it turns out, fudging numbers in 
his calculations affected the results dramatically. 

And, of course, as we have noted, all measurements contain a little 
fudging. This truth, which Gleick describes as "lurking in the corner of 
[scientists'] philosophies like an unpaid bill," means that our starting 
point—the initial conditions—is always wrong to some extent. Sooner 
or later, the extent of that error catches up with us and makes our cal
culations worthless. With chaotic systems, it's sooner. 

The relevance of sensitive dependence—the "so what"—is unpre
dictability. Chaotic systems, like the weather, cannot be predicted 
beyond a certain point. The reason for this inability lies less in our lack 
of knowledge about the weather as a system as it does in its sensitive 
dependence. Edward Lorenz, for example, was not working with weath
er but with a vastly simplified model of the weather, a system of twelve 
equations of his own creation. Yet that simplified system defied his pre
dictions on that day in 1961. 

17. David Ruelle, "Where can one hope to profitably apply the ideas of chaos?" Physics Today 
47 (Jul 1994): 24, notes that chaos has, in fact, been detected in computer studies of the solar sys
tem; the characteristic time for the onset of chaos in the motion of the Earth is "on the order of 5 
million years," so that one cannot make accurate predictions for more than "a few tens of millions 
of years." 
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This unpredictability, however, is not absolute. The behavior of 
chaotic systems is in some sense both predictable and unpredictable. 
All one has to do to find out how a system will behave for a certain set 
of values, is calculate. In this sense chaotic systems are perfectly pre
dictable. If you want to know how your mathematical chaotic system 
behaves with an initial starting point of exactly 3.0, then all you have 
to do is crunch the numbers. If, however, the chaotic system you're 
interested in exists in the real world, and the initial conditions are 
3.000 . . . 01 , then calculating 3.0 exactly will not help you. In a very 
short time, the behavior of your model will diverge from the observed 
behavior of the real-world system. The impossibility of infinitely precise 
specification of most starting points, combined with the sensitivity of 
the system on those values, blocks indefinite prediction; Wildman and 
Russell call this "eventual unpredictability"1* The predictability in prin
ciple afforded by chaotic systems makes possible temporary predictabili
ty, the concomitant of eventual unpredictability}9 

With this in mind, it is clear that chaos and randomness are differ
ent phenomena. Chaotic unpredictability is epistemological, the result 
of a lack of the precise knowledge required for making accurate predic
tions in systems with sensitive dependence on initial conditions. The 
randomness observed in a chaotic system is only apparent; it proceeds 
from the system's sensitive dependence on initial conditions rather than 
indeterminacy. As Wildman and Russell comment, 

We can say without hesitation that chaos in nature gives no evidence of any 
physical openness in nature. . . . Neither does the butterfly effect imply 
metaphysical openness, to attack a linkage dear to the popular reception of 
chaos theory. . . . Put bluntly, the butterfly effect testifies to the high 
degree of causal connectedness in certain natural systems, and so it is most 
naturally exploited in support of the thesis of metaphysical determinism.20 

Strict randomness is total unpredictability. But chaotic systems are not 
unpredictable in this sense. Thus we must conclude that chaos is some
thing altogether different—a "tertium, quid."21 

18. Wildman and Russell, "Chaos," 73. 

19. Ibid. 

20. Ibid., 82. 

21. Ibid., 74. 
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WHY CHAOS AND EVIL? 

To simply posit that chaos theory is useful for explaining the prob
lem of evil because evil appears to be chaotic is to beg the question. Why 
should a scientific theory, developed primarily in the realms of physics 
and mathematics, be applied to a theological problem? 

First, as Katherine Hayles proposes, the scientific theory may be 
only one of multiple sites within postmodern culture that embody the 
presuppositions and observations characteristic of chaos theory.22 The 
blossoming awareness of the complexity of life may be due less to chaos 
theory proper than to the myriad cultural forces which have made chaos 
theory itself a conceivable paradigm. Such a view provides a plausible 
explanation for the unique interdisciplinary nature of chaos theory. The 
study of chaos began in several disciplines: meteorology, population 
biology, and economics. Though it took a few years before the people 
in these diverse areas began to be aware of each other's work, from the 
very beginning chaos was an interdisciplinary pursuit—a sort of anom
aly in the compartmentalized world of science.23 Hayles notes, as well, 
that "if the science of chaos is identified as the source of the ideas, the 
perimeter is apt to be more narrowly drawn than if it is seen as one site 
among many participating in a new paradigm."24 The observation that 
chaos theory has indeed been successfully applied in disciplines such as 
economics and psychology would seem to suggest that Hayles' conjec
ture is right on some level and that an appreciation of the chaotic nature 
of life in all arenas is due to an impulse grounded outside of the scien
tific theory itself. 

Second, a balanced view of the relationship of science and theolo
gy provides a rationale for appropriating the insights of scientific theo
ries such as this one for theological purposes. John Polkinghorne argues 

22. Hayles, Chaos and Order, 2. 

23. See Saul Krasner, ed., The Ubiquity of Chaos (Washington, DC: American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, 1990) for an exploration of the various applications of chaos theory to 
other disciplines, particularly in reference to economics, epidemiology and politics. 

24. Hayles, Chaos and Order, 15. As we have seen, such an attitude is fairly typical of the scien
tists who study chaotic phenomena; they seem to have an instinctive aversion to the use of the prin
ciples of chaos theory as paradigmatic for anything other than physically chaotic systems. 
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that scientists operate from a "critical realist" worldview, in which 

knowledge is reliable but not exhaustive.25 Richardson and Wildman 

define critical realism as "belief in a reality that causes human experi

ence, exists independently of our experiencing it, and can be under

stood only in an indirect, mediated way," and suggest that this view is 

"the most common philosophical basis for both theological and scien

tific discourse."26 That is, both science and theology intend to speak 

meaningfully about reality, and moreover, to speak meaningfully about 

the same reality. 

It is precisely because they share territory that religion and science 

squabble; religious claims concerning creation, human nature, and 

divine providence are controversial because of the potential conflict with 

scientific claims regarding these same subjects. Yet science and theology 

are not necessarily antagonistic. Ian Barbour provides an overview of 

the possible relationships between science and religion which include 

the model of dialogue, and even integration, as well as conflict and inde

pendence.27 Though the paradigms of conflict and independence cer-

25. John Polkinghorne, "The Nature of Physical Reality," Zygon 26 (June 1991) 229. See also 
John Polkinghorne, "The Metaphysics of Divine Action," in Chaos and Complexity: Scientific 
Perspectives on Divine Action (ed. by Robert John Russell, Nancey Murphy, and Arthur R. 
Peacocke; Vatican City State: Vatican Observatory Publications; Berkeley: The Center for 
Theology and the Natural Sciences, 1997) 147-156; John Polkinghorne, "Chaos Theory and 
Divine Action," in Religion and Science: History, Method, Dialogue, (ed. by Mark W. Richardson 
and Wesley J. Wildman; New York: Routledge, 1996) 242-252. 

26. Richardson and Wildman, "Introduction," in Religion and Science, 87. 

27. Ian G. Barbour, Religion in an Age of Science: The Gijford Uctures, 1989-1991, Volume 1 
(San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1990). A relationship of conflict assumes that the insights of 
science and religion will always be opposed to one another and that one must choose which author
ity is greater. Independence assumes that the two enterprises are autonomous, each justifiable on 
its own terms but completely unconnected. Dialogue, in contrast, presupposes an interaction 
between science and religion regarding "boundary questions" and methodology; integration seeks 
a more direct relationship, in which scientific theories influence religious beliefe and both fields 
actively contribute to the formation of a single, coherent worldview. Langdon Gilkey, "What of 
Value Does Religion Have to Say to Science?" in Twelfth ACMS Conference on Mathematics from 
a Christian Perspective: Proceedings of the Biennial Conference of the Association of Christians in the 
Mathematical Sciences Held at Gordon College 26-29 May 1999, (ed. by Robert L. Brabenec (N.p.: 
Association of Christians in the Mathematical Sciences, 1999) 10, offers another, but similar, tax
onomy of relationship: dualist, imperialist and interactionist. 
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tainly have historically dominated the relationship between the two dis

ciplines, several theologians advocate a holistic philosophy in which sci

ence and theology are expressions of the same investigative impulse.28 It 

is in this spirit that chaos theory may be profitably employed by theolo

gians as a conceptual resource for understanding the world and our 

experience of it. 

As chaos has become more and more mainstream, more and more 

people from diverse areas of study have begun to look for evidence of 

chaotic behavior within their own areas of interest. It wasn't too long 

until chaos made its way into the social sciences such as communications 

theory and psychology.29 The significance of such applications lies in the 

fact that such fields are primarily studies of human behavior. That is, 

chaotic dynamics have been found by scientists in systems where the 

variables are human choices.30 Chaos is no longer the exclusive proper

ty of physical systems; chaos is equally characteristic of the way we 

human beings communicate, interact, and make decisions.31 

28. Nancy Murphy, "Postmodern Apologetics, or Why Theologians Must Pay Attention to 
Science," in Religion and Science, 110, contends that the modern predominance of the conflict and 
independence paradigms has served to insulate theology from science. The shift from foundation-
alism to a postmodern epistemology emphasizing coherence within a set of beliefe means that this 
insularity is deadly, for it is possible to call into question the set of Christian beliefs without dis
turbing much of the rest of our web of beliefe. Thus, "the apologetic task for the present is to 
attempt to repair the damage done by these two misguided views." Others who share a like view 
of a proper relationship of religion and science would include Robert John Russell, Arthur 
Peacocke, John Polkinghorne, Nicholas Wolterstorff and Langdon Gilkey. 

29. See, for example, Alain Albert, ed., Chaos and Society, Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and 
Applications, vol. 29 (Amsterdam: IOS Press, 1995); Bütz, Chamberlain, and McCown, Strange 
Attracton, Stephen J. Guastello, Chaos, Catastrophe, and Human Affairs: Applications of 
nonlinear Dynamics to Work, Organizations, and Social Evolution (Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum, 1995). 

30. The work of Diana Richards, "Is Strategic Decision-Making Chaotic?" Behavioral Science 35 
(July 1990): 219-232, explores the chaotic dynamic of strategic decision making, as do Natalie S. 
Glance and Bernardo A. Huberman, "Chaos and Cooperation," in Albert, Chaos and Society, 309-
328. 

31. There is, of course, the question of whether a deterministic theory such as chaos theory can 
be applied to the study of systems comprised of free actions. Though this issue is complex and 
important, it is tangential to the purposes of this article. I discuss the issue more fully in my thesis, 
and found the following resources helpful: James W. Garson, "Chaos and Free Will," Philosophical 
Psychology 8 (December 1995) 365-374; Ruelle, Chance and Chaos, 31-33; Paul Geisert and 
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CHAOTIC HUMAN INTERACTION 

A chaotic dynamic to human interaction suggests first that future 

possibilities are determined by each individual's prior choices, as well as 

the context in which she makes her decision; there is a high degree of 

connectedness between the individual and her environment. Second, 

chaos suggests that the ramifications of any decision cannot be antici

pated fully; there is inherent unpredictability in life. 

Connectedness is the result of the fact that chaotic systems "are 

intrinsically unisolable, in that the slightest change in their environment 

has large consequences for their subsequent behavior. That environment 

participates in the specification of future development."32 No t only are 

later decisions logically dependent on prior ones, but all decisions are 

made in response to the environment. We do not make decisions in a con-

textless vacuum, but within the highly nuanced contexts of our own lives. 

This context is not solely self-determined. It is also determined by the 

people who surround the individual—family, friends, society at large. In 

the making of any decision, the choices and actions of these other people 

play a determining part. Prior choices and decisions, both the decider's 

own and those of others, determine the future's possibilities.33 

Unpredictability is the result of sensitive dependence on initial con

ditions. By "unpredictability," I refer not simply to the fact that an indi

vidual's behavior may be unpredictable to other people but to the qual

ity of life that makes it surprising, that leaves room for the unexpected, 

both good and bad. Life itself is unpredictable. Sensitive dependence 

implies the significance of each decision along the way as it contributes 

to the creation of future possibilities.34 I t is not only the "big" decisions 

Mynga Futrell, "Free Will: A Human, Fuzzy, Chaotic Process," Humanist^ (1996): 26-30; John 
Jefferson Davis, "Theological Reflections on Chaos Theory," Perspectives on Science and Christian 
Faith 49 (1997) 75-84; Wildman and Russell, "Chaos," 82-90. 

32. John Polkinghorne, "Chaos Theory and Divine Action," in Religion and Science (1996) 
247. 

33. For an exploration of this point, see Gregory L. Boyd, Satan and the Problem of Evil: 
Constructing a Trinitarian Warfare Theodicy (Downer's Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 2001) 198,200. 

34. Gleick, Chaos, 23: "In science as in life, it is well known that a chain of events can have a 
point of crisis that could magnify small changes. But chaos meant that such points were every
where." 
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which set the stage for later choices, but rather that all decisions, no mat
ter how small, select certain future possibilities and preclude others. Even 
the smallest, most insignificant decisions serve to shape the ensuing 
choices in an individual's life, and contribute to enormous consequences. 
In a very fundamental way, we know not what we do. We know only 
what we intend, what we expect, and what we choose. But never will we 
know the full fruits of even the smallest action. 

What this means for you and me is, what we do in the next few 
minutes will somehow function to determine what we will do tomor
row, and the next day, and the next, and therefore next week, next 
month, next year. Of course this sounds highly incredible, since what 
you expect to be doing in the next few minutes is nothing more or less 
than sitting on your rear end, reading this article, which may or may not 
strike you as likely to be of great significance to your future. It's not at 
all obvious how sitting still for the next few minutes is determinative for 
your future. But that's the point: this is a small thing, a flap of a but
terfly's wing. We don't see exactly how it may affect the future, but we 
have compelling reason to believe it does. James Gleick writes, 

In daily life, the Lorenzian quality of sensitive dependence on initial condi
tion lurks everywhere. A man leaves the house in the morning thirty sec
onds late, a flowerpot misses his head by a few millimeters, and then he is 
run over by a truck. Or, less dramatically, he misses a bus that runs every 
ten minutes—his connection to a train that runs every hour. Small pertur
bations in one's daily trajectory can have large consequences.35 

CHAOS AND EVIL 

How does all this relate to evil? At the beginning, I emphasized that 
theodicy which ignores the experience of evil is irrelevant and perhaps 
even immoral in its insensitivity to suffering. I described the human 
experience of evil as "pervasive and unpredictable," and suggested that 
chaos might help us understand why we experience evil in these ways. I 
propose that the qualities of connectedness and unpredictability in 
human interaction, suggested by its chaotic dynamic, are precisely those 
mechanisms by which evil is perpetrated and furthered. 

35. Ibid., 67. 
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Though he does not explicitly invoke the metaphor of chaos, 
Cornelius Plantinga draws on the concepts of chaos theory when he 
describes God's intent for creation, shalom. In a shalomic state, each 
being is an integral whole involved in multiple, beneficial, mutual rela
tionships with other beings.36 The high degree of connectedness implied 
by chaos theory exactly fits the concept of community as Plantinga envi
sions it. 

And yet this "webbing together" of humanity is not always benign. 
Shalom can be disturbed. This provides us with a definition of evil: the 
physical, moral or spiritual disruption of shalom.37 Of the several 
metaphors Plantinga employs in his characterization of evil, the most 
powerful is that of corruption. Evil, like the process of corruption, is 
dynamic and progressive. Plantinga offers three scenarios, all of which 
demonstrate how "one moral misstep leads to another": a fifth grader 
caught in the act of stealing a radio, who lies about his intent while 
insisting he is telling the truth; a junior high boy who bullies weaker 
kids out of pride and a mistaken view of manhood; a high school girl 
who chooses to watch television rather than study for an exam, subse
quently cheats, and tries to drown her guilt in alcohol.38 

It is easy to see that the high school girl, for instance, chooses to 
get drunk as a consequence of the result of her prior choice to cheat. 
And it is easy to see that her choice to cheat is linked to her prior deci
sion to skip studying. Plantinga is describing the dynamics of a process 
characterized by chaos. Each decision in the chain is dependent on the 
one before it; each decision opens up new possibilities to follow after. 
Innocuous decisions—opting for TV rather than studying, for 
instance—set the stage for later decisions. Worse yet, as Plantinga's sce
narios demonstrate, each choice ups the ante, and evil escalates at an 
alarming rate. 

Interestingly, Plantinga himself fails to see the chaotic nature of the 
process he depicts. In his analysis of the above examples, he finds a 

36. C. Plantinga, Not the Way In Supposed to Be: A Breviary of Sin (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
1995), 10. This design naturally includes not only the proper relationship of people to people and 
of people to nature and of nature to God but also the proper relation of people to God (16). 

37. Ibid., 14. 

38. Ibid., 52. 
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"great law of returns," which can be summed up in the proverb, "you 
reap what you sow."39 This describes a linear, rather than chaotic, rela
tionship between act and consequence. Though his examples provide 
evidence of a chaotic dynamic, Plantinga overlooks this dynamic 
because of an oversimplification of the nature of human interaction. He 
fails to consider two things: first, that the consequences of an act are 
often disproportionate to the act, and second, that consequences are 
far-reaching, affecting not only the perpetrator of evil but also those 
innocent of the wrongdoing. 

PERVASIVE E V I L 

Evil is never perpetrated in isolation. The web of relationships 
intended by God for the benefit of his creation means that evil cannot 
be contained or quarantined. Sarah Forth follows Rosemary Radford 
Ruether in affirming that evil lies in a "distorted relationality that 
destroys both sides of the relationship."40 Accounts of evil generally 
focus on the harm to the victim, and rightly so; but to be complete we 
must also consider the evil done to, and not just by, perpetrators, and 
even witnessing evil leaves its mark on the bystander.41 Everyone is 
involved, and so everyone loses. Evil is simultaneously individual and 
communal because the distinction between individual and the commu
nity with which one is in relationship is a fuzzy one. 

Cornelius Plantinga's hypothetical example of the unfortunate Jim 
Bob serves to illustrate this point. Jim Bob is raised a racist. Never hav
ing encountered anything in his experience that would suggest racism is 
wrong, Jim Bob accepts such attitudes uncritically. Jim Bob himself 
never makes a conscious decision to be racist; he has this state of mind 
so inadvertently that he could not have helped acquiring it. Who is at 
fault? It is Jim Bob the individual who is the racist. But it is also true 

39. Ibid., 67-72. Lee Griffith, The War on Tenorism and the Tenor of God (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 2002) 126, notes the deficiencies of this linear concept when he observes, "Sow blood
shed and reap bloodshed, although the bloodied are often not sowers." 

40. Forth, "Responses to Evil," 15. 

41. Ibid., 16,22. 
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that Jim Bob did not ask to be born into a family of racists in the 1850s 
in Mississippi. "What Jim Bob's racism shows us is that moral evil is 
social and structural as well as personal: it comprises a vast historical and 
cultural matrix that includes traditions, old patterns of relationship and 
behavior, atmospheres of expectation, social habits."42 Who, then, is at 
fault? The answer is, simply, everyone. Evil is individual, but also cor
porate; it is personal but also social. 

This "social and structural" character of evil gives it an aspect of 
externality. The social nature of evil in this sense is a favorite theme of 
OT prophets. Bernard W. Anderson comments, 

The evil which [the prophets] exposed was not just fruit of the individual 
will. Evil had the aspect of externality as well as individuality. In a sense, it 
was something outside the individual, prior to the individual; a reality that 
was "already there" and which the individual encountered. Evil was, in the 
prophetic analysis, a power transmitted socially through the generations.43 

How does evil transmute itself from an abuse of choice into "a 
power transmitted socially through the generations?" The intercon
nected relationships between human beings provides a mechanism by 
which the consequences of individual choice are experienced by the 
whole community. Evil is something people do, and yet it is also some
thing that happens to people. 

The pervasiveness of evil is thus explained by the fact that every
thing one person does affects everyone else, and that an act, once com
mitted, is irrevocable and functions as a determining factor for every
thing that happens after it. Chaos theory helps us to grasp that the great 
amount of evil in the world is the result of concrete actions and deci
sions, emerging from the dynamic of human interaction and feeding 
back into the system, where it may be magnified in unpredictable ways. 

U N P R E D I C T A B L E E V I L 

Evil is pervasive; it is also unpredictable. We know that "life isn't 
fair." It's a truism we grow up learning as we learn to tie our shoes. As 

42. Ibid., 25. 

43. Bernhard Anderson, Creation versus Chaos. The Reinterpretaion of Mythical Symbolism in the 

Bible (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1987) 158. 
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long as the injustice remains trivial, we can accept the dictum. But when 
injustice reaches significant proportions, when injustice becomes the 
controlling motif of life, we object—because deep down, we want life 
to be fair. Deep down, we harbor the conviction that no matter what 
mama said, life should be fair. And so we keep asking, why do bad things 
happen to good people? 

When we view human experience and interaction through the 
metaphor of chaos, it becomes clear that it is impossible to know exactly 
what effect our decisions and actions will have on the world. Our decision
making process takes into account expectations only, which are necessarily 
hypothetical and short-term, and easily proven wrong. The eventual 
unpredictability, which is the hallmark of chaos, takes over, and we have no 
way of guessing what the eventual effects of any decision might be. 

The implications of this chaotic dynamic to human interaction for 
the unpredictability of evil are clear. Evil is unpredictable because life is. 
Because of the complexity of human interaction and the multiple rela
tionships that characterize each individual life, it is impossible to trace the 
actual causal chain of choice and consequence very far. The causal con
nections of choice to evil remain largely hidden, and thus the evil we 
observe and experience seems mysterious and random, disconnected from 
any agency. Chaos affirms our experience of apparendy random evil, while 
offering a way of understanding how unpredictable evils happen. 

CREATING A THEODICY OUT OF CHAOS 

Chaos alone does not provide anything like a full-fledged theodi
cy, but I believe it may make a unique and significant contribution to all 
theodicies. All theodicies build their case on human freedom. The 
human capacity for choice, and the human tendency to choose poorly, 
is all that removes God from total responsibility for the existence of evil. 
Chaos steps in to explain how the results of the abuse of human choice 
have proliferated into evil which is experienced as an external reality. In 
my opinion, chaos is an indispensable element in the explanation of evil 
regardless of the particular theodicy framework one chooses. In every 
theodicy, the gap between individual abuses of freedom and the experi
ence of evil as a massive, random, and mysterious external force must be 
bridged, and this is chaos theory's primary usefulness. 
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Chaos also provides us with a way for adjudicating between theod
icies. Theodicies which do not take into account the pervasiveness and 
unpredictability of evil must be found wanting. In particular, theodicy 
which straightforwardly blames the sufferer, in the manner of Job's 
friends, ignores the fact that sometimes evil does befall the innocent. It 
might seem possible to conclude on the basis of chaos theory that the 
horrendous evils that befall a person are entirely due to some small deci
sion made in her past. But we must remember that the small, insignifi
cant decision which triggers the suffering of a horrendous evil in a per
son's life may be an innocent decision, such as my friend Anya's decision 
to ride her bike on the day she was hit by a car. We must also remem
ber that we are intimately connected together, and a perfect stranger's 
choices may affect one's life as much as his own. Sometimes the horri
ble things that happen to people do so as the result of someone else's 
choice. Blame may indeed be assignable; but blame is ultimately corpo
rate in nature, not individual, for we have all played a part in making the 
world the unsafe, unwholesome place it sometimes proves itself to be. 

Finally, most Christian answers to evil try to find a way to see an 
"outweighing good" that will somehow redeem the evil we suffer, 
whether that good comes in our earthly lifetime or is the good that 
awaits us in heaven.44 If we can do this, we think, then we can excuse 
God for permitting evil to happen in the world, because it's really, all 
things considered, going to work out for the best. A typical example is 
Philip Yancey's response to the Columbine incident: "out of evil," he 
says, "good may come," and describes how the shock and outrage of 
this tragedy led to the profession of faith in public school and the out
pouring of concern across the nation.45 

But these explanations ultimately fail. Some evils, like the 
Holocaust and other genocides, the slow starvation of children in 
famine-struck lands, the death of babies from SIDS, simply have no dis
cernible outweighing goods attached to them. And it is not clear at all 

44. David McNaughton, "The Problem of Evil: A Deontological Perspective," in Reason and 
the Christian Religion: Essays in Honor of Richard Swinburne (ed. by Alan G. Padgett; Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1994) 329-330. 

45. Philip Yancey, "Can Good Come Out of This Evil>" Christianity Today43 (June 1999) 104. 
Formal theodicies which employ a greater good strategy include Steven Davis and John Hick. 
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that, even if good were produced from such things, that those goods 
would therefore justify the occurrence of those evils. Would the death 
of a helpless infant be any less evil because his mother gained patience 
and wisdom through the experience? Is September 11 any less evil 
because the United States, as a nation, is more aware of the precious-
ness of freedom and of life? 

Chaos theory provides an alternative to the ultimately unsuccess
ful ideological explanations of evil. If evil is the chaotic proliferation of 
unintentional and unforeseeable consequences of human choices, then it 
simply makes no sense to claim that God intended all along to redeem 
evil by bringing about outweighing goods from it. In a very real way, 
evil is something that "just happens." 

A chaos theodicy then, unlike most, does provide an answer to the 
anguished "why me" of the sufferer. The answer is not, as Job's friends 
claimed, that the victim somehow brings it on himself. Nor is it that, 
despite appearances, God has a plan and that some unforeseen greater 
good will justify the evil. The answer is simply, we live in a chaotic 
world, a world in which choices have multiple, unpredictable conse
quences, a messed-up world in which the consequences of human vice 
have been multiplying for generations. 

Finally, it must also be said that chaos provides an equally apt 
metaphor for the proliferation of good. No one can predict or measure 
the influence of a single righteous person upon those she meets, nor the 
influence of the church as a people of God upon the world. Though this 
picture may, as Sarah Forth notes, make good seem a fragile flower, it 
also means that however entrenched systemic evil appears, it too can be 
defined as a system amenable to influence.46 All is not lost; the sacrifice 
of a single person may change the course of history—as, indeed, we 
believe it did.Scj 

46. Forth, "Women's Responses to Evil," 182. In this same spirit, Griffith, The War on 
Terrorism, 250, affirms, "Though it may sound trivial, it is nonetheless true that a small pebble 
tossed into a lake may produce ripples that travel from shore to shore. It is in the simple acts of 
kindness and life-affirmation that terror is renounced." 
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